
t OUD:-OptabietryrGlesga.floblieiflitlyethbilotgyr1962 ---
Cptics, University of California, Berkeley, 

1972; -- 
thriently: Professor, Ceirem and Director of Graduate 

Studies, Dept. OfThysiological Optics, School of pptamtry, Univ. 
of Alabama at Birmingham.

Most recent publication:, 1989. Spectral sensitivity in 
jumping spiders (Araneae, Salticidae). J. Comp. Fhysiol. A 164:359- 
363. 

Candidate for Secretary (incumbent) 

James W. Berry 
M.S. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1958. Ph.D., Duke 

University, 1966. 
Currently: Professor of Biological Scientes, Butler 

University, 
Most recent publications: 1988. Four new species of Paratheuma

(Aranme:Desidae) frau the Pacific. With JA. Beatty). Journal of 
Arachnology 16:339-347. 

Prop:sad Obaneas in the By-Iams and Constitution are indicated by
underliniag„ 

Section 5: Associate membership for low incomeworkers or for coun-
tries where it is not possible to send money will be gratis and 
must be bestowed by two-thirds vote of the Exeoative Crnmdttee. 

2egta§.: Life memberships shall be 25 times the regular member-
ship fee. paid in one sum or in two annual installments. 

MM,jog_ya Records pertaining to, Society funds shall be open to any 
member at any time. 

Article VI, Section fl. liail-in ballots char, be returned to the 
Nominating Camittee for counting. [(delete) which shall be in-

Is • 

************ 

/Sack Issues of aparican Arachnoloov 

Back issues of all rushers (sore original and saae photocopies) of 
American Arachnolow are available at US62.00 per copy. Send your 
request and payment in US currency to the editor, Jim Berry; Dept. 

v f Biological Sciences; Butler University, lndirecolis, Irdiana 46208 
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1989 Annual Meeting in Indianapolis 

The 1989 annual meeting of the American Arachnological 
Society will be held at Butler University in Indianapolis, 
Indiana on June 20-24. Information regarding' the meeting is in the 
NoveMber, 1988 issue of the American ArachnolOgy, and all North 
American members have received registration forms. If, you want 
more information, contact the host: Jim Berry, Departnent of 
Biological Sciences; Butler University, Indianapolis, IN 46208. 
Telephone: (317)-283-9344 (office) or (317)-283-7179 (home). 

************ 

SOCTETY ELECTI'ONS . , 

This year a new amber of the Board of Directors and the 
Sou Secretary are to be elected. Very brief curricula vitae 
for candidates appear below. Also, four changes in the By-Laws 
and ConstitutiOn have been proposed. Please mark your ballot, 
whidh is included in this newsletter, and return it to Robert S. 
Wolff by June 1. 

Candidates for Director 

Petra Sierwald 
M.A. 1982, and Fh.D. 1985. University of Hamburg, 

West•Germany• Postdoctoral work at Smithsonian Institution and by 
MIS in Florida 

Currently: Research Associate at the Delaware Museum of 
Natural History and the National Museum of Natural History 

Most recent publication: 1988. Spiders of Bermuda. NERIOUria 
31:1-24. 

April 1989 

Update on Platnick's Catalog 

Haman Platriickis new kook, a supplement to Brignoli's 
catalog, was offered at a discount price to members of the Society 
in the Fall issue of the, newsletter. Manchester University Press 
has informed bin that the honk has new been printed, but he has not 
yet received his copies of the book. The'brnkg ordered by Society 
members will be slapped in bulk to the U.S. and then railed by the 
uoriety secretary to the members. At this time we cannot estimate 
when the books will be delivered. 

Pseudoscorpion CatalogUe 

With the assistance of the British Arachnological Society; 
Manchester University Press intends to publish A Catalogue of the 
Ineudoscoraionida to 1988 by Mark S. HamVey. Although Dr. Harvey 
has amassed a large amount of the literature, he would appreciate 
receiving topics from airthors of any papers dealing with pseudo-
scorpions (including all aspects of their biology and systematics) 
that have not already been forwarded to him. In addition, anyone 
;to may be able to assist by xeroxing sane older papers (that are 
not available in Australia) is requested to contact Dr. Harvey for 
details of titles still needed. [Mark S. Harvey, WestetriAustralian 
Museum, Francis Street, Perth, Western Australia 6000, AUSTRAL/A] 

************ 

Book on Chinese Spiders 

Song Da-xiang. 1987. [Spiders from agricultural regions of 
China (Arachnida: Araneae)]. Eeijirg: Agriculture Publishing House. 

Graeae Wilson 376 pages. In Chinese. 
This-r-arriderficatiolicanonbco— kr=-After— rrrintroduccory 

chapter on spider morphology and natural history and a key to fami-
lies, the bulk of the book is descriptions of more than 200 
species. Line drawings of at least the genitalia are provided for 
most of these. There are indices to scientific and Chinese canon 
names. The honk is sold out in bookstores, but a few copies are 
still available from the author. Send $20, remitted through the 
Beijing branch of the Bank of China to: Song Dindang, Institute 
of ZoologyeAcademica Sinica, 7 Mongguanain Ira, Haiten, Beijing, 
China. Unfortunately, the bulk of the, cost is taken up with the 
postage, which is now extremely high from China. At the ArasiPmica 
Sinica you can get a copy for about 68. [Christopher Starr, 
University of Georgia College of Agriculture, Athens, GA 30602] 

Arachnology in the USSR 

K. bliklailov of the Zoological Museum Of the MOscow State 
University reports that the Second All-Union Arachnolcgical Con-
ference was held at Perm State University in March, 1988, and 36 
arachnologists from the USSR were present. Thenty seven papers were 
presented, m9d preliminary work On the compilation of a Catalogue 
of USSR Spiders was completed. The Conference approved a list of 
arachnids to be included for the first time in the 1*R Red Book 
(3rd Dd.). They recommended that specimens collected by USSR 
arachnolcgists be deposited in the Zoological Institute of the USSR 
Academy of Science (Leningrad), the Zoological !Inseam of the Moscow 
State University (Moscow), or in the Dept. of Invertebrate Zoology 
of Fern State University (Perm). lhe Third Arachnolcgical 
Conference will be held in 1992. 

American Arachnology is the newsletter of the American 
Arachnological Society and is sent onlytomembers of the society 

For hatumation on membership, write: Dr. Norman Platnick, 
Membership Secretary, The Almrican Arachnological Society; 

cePartimot of Entemology; The American Museum of Natural History, 
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. 

The Journal of Arachnology is the offirial publication of the 
Society. Manuseripts e-ubmitted for publication in the Journal of 
Arectinology should be sent to Dr. Jerry Romer, Associate Editor, 
Department of Zoological Sciences, Ohio University, Irvine Hall, 
Athens, Ohio 45701 U.S.A. 



NASA, SPIDERS AND I 

Peter Witt 
1623 Park Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

In the summer of 1985, a group of science teachers asked we to 
talk about spiders. then I inquired a t their special interest, 
they all mentioned the experiment with spiders in space. Suddenly 
I realized that it was about 20 years since the first plans for 
that experiment had been worked out. Apart from the results, the 
idly and had of that event seemed to make it worthwhile to reminisce 
about it. As time goes by, there remains only the report on 
results by Witt et al. in the Journal of Arachnolooy 4: 115-124, 
1977, which does not try to deal with the frustrations of ay 
dealings with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). Here is a surnmary of the events which surrounded the 
"Spider Web Building in Cuter Space". For the quantitative results 
of measumnents and observations one has to consult the earlier 
"Evraillcial of Records from the Skylab ExperimmtP in the Journal 
of Arachnolccv 

NASA began around 1966 to plan for a laboratory outside the 
Earth's atmosphere, where experiments could he carried out ;Mich 
umuld clarify the effects of space on various earthly processes. 
As I perceived it, one of the main goals was an analysis of the 
consequences of weightlessness on biological systems. Nobody had 
experience which would predict how we Waild stand up to long ex-
Postmen to weightlessness, and to whatever other forces and radia-
tion which existed outside the Earth's atael.bere. Scientists, 
laboratories and universities received a call soliciting proposals 
for experiments to be carried out in a future space laboratory. 
[One of the conliticms for the acceptance of the proposal was that 
the experiment should occupy little space, that it needed no Inman 
operator, and that the results could he transmitted to Earth.] 

At the time I had nearly 20 years' experience in the analysis 
of spider web geometry:Ibad tried to learn to read web patterns, 
treastwhag the geometry to learn the inner workings of their build-
ers. To clarify questions about gravity, I had actually pasted 
lead weights on the back of cross spiders (_ea.adAran erratus Cl.). 
The Webs built with the weights were compared to webs built by the 
same animals before and after the weights. The main finding was 
that weight-webs were built With a shorter thread than those with-
out the extra weight. when the web material was measured through 
nitrogen analysis of the web protein, my friend David Peakall could 
establish that it was about equal for control and weight webs. 

• We concluded that the heavier dmiisraeso tatiar i
silk—Sflrfid, was now Wile tfria--iftiAf down on its Thread without 
risking rupture. One can only speculate in what way the spider 
became aware of its own body weight and acted accordingly. The 
experiment showed that spiders were sensitive to weight charges and 
could therefore become interesting candidates for experiments in 
the space laboratory. All our nabs were longer than wide, of oval 
shape. How would that avenge when there was no up or down? The 
webs could he photographed in the mace laboratory, and the pie-
ti res and animals could be brought back to Earth for immurement 
and observation. 

The proposal to enter spiders into the Biosatellite Program 
was entitled: "Effects of weightlessness on web-building behavior 
of spiders". NASA wasted the proposal, and they sent technical 
personnel to Raleigh to learn how to handle spiders. During the 
following months cages were developed which would fit into the 
space laboratory, and which would permit spiders to build full-
sized webs. The spiders could travel with the astronauts and could 
be released by them on arrival. In preliminary investigations 
spiders were -erased to vibrations and to a special oxygen-nitrogen 
atmosphere, and their webs were monitored before and afterwards. 
These webs were to serve as controls which established that the 
launch alone would not affect web-building and that the web changes 
observed in the space laboratory were due only to the rermliar 
oonditions there. 

The preliminary efforts were followed by a chain of events 
which taught me more about the difficulties of dealing with a Large 
goverment organization than about spiders. In the end the Si -
satellite Program was never flown. The personnel which had worked 
on the preparations and Mears familiar with the handling of spi-
ders left RAWL My continued inquiries remained unanswered. 

tout tram years later, in 1972, I learned from the newspaper 
that the people who worked on Skylab II had adopted a proposal front 
a high school student, Judith Wiles, fray Lexington, Mass, to send 
a spider into space and watch its web omvstruction there. The 
neglected NASA had trial to gain popularity through involving high 
school students in their pawning. When they had received the 
spider proposal from Lexington, they found it convenient to use the 
results of previous efforts with spiders, but under no circu. mstan-
ces wanted it attributed to an adult scientist. The girl had 
generated her plan after reading an article in the National 
Geographic Magazine of .1971, in which there were pictures and a 
diron"sion of my methods of web measurement. 

Item were efforts underway now to learn tore it treasuring 
webs without giving credit to anybody but NASA and Judith Miles. I 

Ncas more interested in the outcome of the experiment than in get-
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ting credit, but / wanted to beep my fingers in to see the webs as 
early as possible and get a chance to measure then. I a0>a0ted a 
request for NASA to train Judith Miles in the Raleigh lekoratory 
to handle spiders. She gnpeared with her nether, who tuned out to 
be the driving force, asking all the questions and observing spi-
ders. They spent a week in Raleigh, during which time I learned 
about the embarrassment caused by a ruqhy parent. I believe that I 
su ed only in exchanging a few short a"dintences with Judith. 
After that I Mare completely di"oriated from the project, while 
the Miles family dealt with NASA and the preparation of the spider 
experiment in space. When photographs came back from Skylab, a 
fact which I learned from newspapers, I was not granted permission 
to look at them. I was informed that for two years Judith would 
have exclusive rights to the pictures. 

But there was an opportunity to learn, about the behavior of 
spiders long before the end of the two years. I had written to 
Walter Comilate of CTS TV news whether it would be possible to 
direct the camera in Skylab at the spiders. They showed daily 
pictures of astronauts brushing their teeth or eating; / suggested 
that the cameras could do more important work. It was °morn know-
ledge that roast of the plotdmgraPhic estiment.led suffered damage 
when the laboratory had been exposed for some time to high tempera-
tures, due to a defect in its insulation. We might never see web 
photographs, but could we at least see maples of the animals' 
behavior? A telephone call informed me that spider pictures would 
Appear on the evening news at the end of August 1973. Our local 
station taped the scene, and I obtained a chance to lookaany times 
at the strange behavior of the animals in space. 

Seeing the spiders in space was form very exciting and worth 
all the years of waiting. Tao animas had made it all the nay into 
Skylab: and at the time the pictures were taken, one had been sev-
eral weeks in the frame, the other was just released. The first 
animal moved quickly around the cage, using the existing silk for 
support. The new animal floated slowly through space. When it 
touched the frame, it bounced back and floated in the opposite 
direction. Its legs were extended and hardly moved. The silk, 
which one could observe cooing from the spinnerets at the end of 
the abilities, wafted in wide waves through the air. /t would have 
been stretched tight by the spider's weight on Earth. The spider 
obviously missed its usual clues, on which it would have descended, 
holding on to the tight thread. It could no longer handle the 
situation in an appropriate ray and presumably waited for what 
would happen next. I saw something which no human eye had ever 
observed before: one spider's ability to cope with weightlessness 
after a few weeks of trial and error, and the new animal's help-
lessness. 'Thanks to the kindness of the people at the local TV 

ooked=at--,thig—caeSioneorseerir.a4mote--front_oac 
notes:"... the spider newly put in tumbled, its movements werat . 
head-over-heels, as never seen before. the animal rotatethinidel 
while moving in one direction, bounced off the frame afla roved-
back. In contrast, the first spider ran very competently along the 
strands to escape from the astronauts." It was concluded that 
there is a transition time during which spiders gradually acquire 
the ckill to move "competently" under weightless conditions. 

Nearly two years later, in April 1975, I received without any 
explanation a large package from NASA. It contained flight proto-
cols, photographs and spider carcasses. The protocol permitted us 
to fix the dates at which things happened. The photographs, though 
very poor in contrast and too small to see the outline of the web, 
permitted measurements. We =pared those measinments to web 
measurements from webs of the same speuies and age group of spiders 
in cur laboratory. As far as I know Judith Miles (or her nether) 
had never measured the photographs. 

There were only 5 photographs of control webs built by the two 
space spiders before the launch. This meant that only severe 
changes could be identified. rwaily, some of the changes exceeded 
anything that had ever been observed on Earth. In my opinion the 
most significant result was the observation that large geometric 
orbs had been built at all in space. The spiders had managed to 
cope with conditions which neither they nor any of their ancestors 
had met before, and they had constructed a large, functional trap 
for food in the absence of cues they normally receive through 
gravity. Adaptation had marred in a few days. 

then the spiders appeared on the TV film on August 23, they 
had been away from Earth since July 28, more than four weeks. They 
had had different experiences: one had been cut of the transport 
vial and in the cage since August 4, the other just came out when 
the film was taken. The two behaviors differed significantly. At 
sane later time the concerned astronauts, who had again received a 
message from me via Walter Cronkite, had given small pieces of 
their steak to the murals. The reports indicate that the spiders 
rejected these cutting them out of the webs. Soon afterwards web-
building ceased ccupaetely, which did not surprise me. The late 
webs, of which we have sample photographs, were small and irregu-
lar. They were probably built by starving animals. We have no 
evidence that any other deleterious conditions prevailed, or that 
they suffered from the long stay in space. 

Mrs. Mabel Smarm who had had enwrience with web Measure-
ments in my laboratory for years, extracted whatever information 
was possible tram the komplett photoraphs. nit iabs bad actual-
ly been larger than the pictures, and we were unable to measure 
tether their size was in emotes of Earth webs. -But we could judge 



r the angle sizes between radii in the specerweics end compere them 
withknowndata, attidh had lest determined from harks& of webs on 
Earth. Male on Earth, there is a distinct difference in size 
between the ami ss in the % r part of the aeb and the lcar-r part, 
the space wets showed no difference. The bottom angles, which are 
normally smaller than the ones on top, Werg noa equal (as far as 
any "botborn" could be established). It seems that ten there was 
no gravity as a cue, the north-south tab symmetry disappeared. 

Cray part-of-the spiral could be measured in the space webs. 
In the' first webs there IfaS no difference in regularity 'as compared 
to controls; later the spirals became highly irregular. Twenty 
years earlier / had measured spiral distances and speculated about 
their logarithmic spacing. The conclusion at that time had heel 
that the orientation was according to the shortest distance from 
radius to radius, whichmeans that the spider ”PPe the perpendicU-
lar from one radius to another. This is a relatively edgy and 
quick way of orientation, which results in a logaritimiC Spiral 
(Behaviour 4: 172-189, 1952). When absence of gravity Stioad to 
influence On the logarithmic spiral, the earlier surmise Wag cont 
final. It had taken 20 years until new evidence confirmed the old 
assumptions. 

We found fewer turning points in the space spiral, in distinc-
tion from the Earth spirdls. This ray have had to do with the 
roundness of the space web, which filled a frame which was closer. 
to a spare. She neasurerents of thread thickness, Mitch could 
only be made approximately on photographs (by David Pealcall), rath-
er than on the threads themselves, showed the expected thinker 
threads built in space. It could he the opposite effect of the ate 
we fourd with  spiders on Earth. It confirms my earlier 
guess that spiders can perceive their body weight and regulate the 
thickness of extruded thread acoordingly. 

The most frequently asked question is: what can we really 
learn from the spidpr experiments in space?? This always reminds 
re of all the missed opportunities laud, were the result Of a leek 
of communication with NASA, and the poor photography. Then I re-
member how admirably the two spiders 'performed in space, and Mow 
that increased myareet. for the small animals. They were brought 
into a foreign environment where sore of the cues, which they and 
their ancestors had always used, were hissing. Under such adverse 
cinamstances they had constructed a large, efficient trap for 
prey, .a slightly changed but still effective geometric oat lab. 
Only a few clays of trial and error were required to adjttst to the 
abnormal enviroment. Under other circumstances they Would bane 
survived by catching the accustomed airborne prey. As in exceri",
rents before, I had found that backup mechanisms made their be-
havior such more flexible than usually expected. 

A_lesecn canjog„-lefirledrafrgm!...-tht interaction betwePri_;, NASA 
rt-a-large— bWarazationhich— is changbiliialiiir of smppOtt 

,it an eykseard partner in the preparation of experiments. The ally 
person who had been able to cut twice through the red tape wee a 
well-known TV anchorman, hot a scientist. I was probably lets 
surprised than many others when later preparations for a Mirth 
into space went wrong. In decision raking and planning many minds 
do not necessarily fanction better than one. Through patience and 
diligence we finally obtained some new insights into spider be-
havior. Much more mold have been learned if closer coordination 
between the Earth laboratory and the astronauts could have been 
achieved. 

************ • 

THE AMERICAN ARACHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
First Quarter, April 11, 1989 

Balance from 29 December 1988 *19,997.84 

DEPOSITS 
Membership dues 9161.00 
Sales of Piatnick add Brignoll Volumes 5570.00 
Sales back Issues 45.00 

Spider Gebera, note cards, Linyphilds 605.50 
Donation from Jim Berry 190.00 
Page charges' 868.75 
Interest 278.50 

Subtotal: 916,713.75 

DCPENSES 
Texas Tech JA 16(2) 
Texas Tech JA 16(3) 
Texas Tech, mailings and 'Instructions' 

reprint 
Postage, Dept. Zool, UT, back Issues 
Postage, Jon Heiskind 
checks returned from sales 

Subtotal 

Gall Stratton, Treasurer-

7132.95 
5903.80 

245.35 
75.80 
51,40 
20.00 

$13,429.30 

Total Assets: $23,282.29 

More Information on Collecting in Mexico 
Linden Higgins 

Chided Universitarra Mexico 

Flexion can provide many opportunities for both the ecologist 
and the systematist of arachnids. Although regulations have becane 
stricter in recent years, especially for collection in the national 
parks, the "tramites" should not inhibit the exploration of the 
incredible diversity of habitats in this country. Current research 
is being conducted on arachnids in Nuevo Leon, Baja California, 
Jalisco, Michoacan, Fuebla, Veracruz, and Chiapas by investigators 
aeeert-ted with the National Autonorcus University of Mexico (MGM) 
and Other Mexican institutions. Many of these sites are very peal-
liar, such as the National Park Tehuacan (Puebla), a high-altitude 
desert preePr-ing tropically-associated fauna and flora, and the 
forests of Chamela (Jalisco), the driest tropical forest yet stud-
ied (less than 1 In rain per year). Eiccept in Baja California and 
Chiapas, the non-acarid arachnological fauna is almost unknown and 
the results of a few &eye spent collecting can be very exciting (19 
families collected in two months in Its Dirties, Veracruz; 21 fami-
lies collected in three months in Charela, Jalisco). 

There are several options for conducting research in Mexico. 
The Instituto de Biologie, UNIMS, has two field stations which are 
well equipPed (air conditioned laboratories, small libraries, resi-
dent staff), and easily reached by bus from the City of Mexico, 
thamela, Jalisco and Its Turtles, Veracruz. Visits to these sta-
tions are arranged by submitting research proposals aid dates to 
the Secretaria Tennis:a (Institut:, de Biologie, MUM, A.P. 70-233, 
duidad Universitaria, C.P. 04510). A seccad option is through 
SEDUE, the Mexican national park system. This Lon option with 
the most paperwork, but is the only access to the various national 
parks and is that described by Marsha Corday in the November 1988 
newsletter. To deal directly with SEEM, one corresponds with the 
Seametaria de Desarrillo Urban° y Ecologia (Av. Constituyentes No. 
947, Edif. "B", Col. Helen de las Flores, Mexico, D.E., C.P,01110). 
As described by Dr. Conley, association with a Mexican institution 
or investigator is me of  requirements. However, this require-
sent suggests a third and, I believe, /deferred alternative: direct 
association with a Mexican researcher. There are many arachnolo-
gitts currently working in Mexico, especially in taxonomy and 
mites, and there is a growing interest in ecology and behavior. 
Saharal of these researchers are members of the MS or of the Mexi-
can Entomological Society (Scciedad Mexicana de Entimologica, 
7-1080, Mexico, D.F.; C.P. 06700), and can he contacted through 
these societies. I do suggest that all correspondence be sent in 
duplicate to avoid confounding problems by lost letters. 

,-,Even,ifixnemlecides-toOpticandependent.,of=a-Metican-ditstitu-,,, 
tion, I strongly suggest that visiting researchers TAke time to 
visit, perhaps to give a seminar. Relationships have' been strained 
ih pert by the lack of direct omounication of information gathered 
by foreigners that visit, and the Lept way to reduce these problems 
is through visits. The local researchers are enthusiastic, help-
ful, and can provide information on when to 'find byeLific animals. 

U.S. and Canadian arachnologistdshould not bnmediately reject 
the idea of research in Mexico, It id a wonderful and rich coun-
try, with a rich diversity Of habitats and cultures that more than 
comensate for the paperwork sometimes required. And one addition-
al benefit of arachnolcgical research in Mexico is that most sites 
of arachnological interest are close to sites that are of archeo-
logical and/or anthropological interest, greatly increasing the 
value of one's trip. I am willing to provide further information 
&out various sites, the logittics of working in Mexico with or 
without private vehicle, the "tradtes" of visas, equipment (any-
thing electronic can cause difficulties), SEGUE and the Instituto 
de Biologie. stations. Sand correspcmderme te: Oantro De Ecolngia, 
IMAM, Apartado Postal 70-275, Ciudad Universitaria. C.P. 04510. 

************ 
ifzez

William G. Eberhard 4.8Cap 
Escuela de Biologie; Universidad de Costa Rica
Ciudad Universitaria, Costa Rica 

My major Upccming spider project is an article for Ann. Rev. 
Ecol. Syst. on "Function delphylogeny in spider wchc" and I would 
like to tPkim this opportunity to ask those of you who have papers 
and/or manuscripts on these topics to please sand me =pies so I 
can include as such of the relevant literature as possible (and not 
neglect to cite papers by friends). Thanks. 

Other projects under way include a study of the attack 
behavior of my favorite pries, Isucauce mariana, =ebbed with a 
study of the escape behavior of one of its prey (a sepsid fly),. aid 
the sating system of several species including Gasteracantha 
cancriformis (currently in the midst of a huge population explosion 
on the Pacific side of Costa Rica -- once again the stable tropics 
prove not to he so stable), L. mariana la_g_yra, and perhaps a 
pholcid (the idea is to check on the ingratance of female sperma-
thecal anaboey in determining male behavior). I continue to be 
interested in the function of genitalia and.contdation in general. 
Extra-arachnological projects include coital courtship behavior and 
genital mechanics in several beetles, the readily, and earwigs, the 
evolution of bacterial plasmids, and the functional anatomy of male 
earwigs' forceps. 



011 CMG awn snm azurrath 
Translation of hoe Holmes 

"McCarl Clerck!s spirdelseding" 

Translated and adapted by 
Kathryn S. Victory 

(Ea Centro Canntunity College, Dallas, Texas 75202) 
and 

James C. Cokendolpher 
(Department of Agronamr, Horticulture, and Entomology 

Ilmas Tech University, robbndk, Texas 79409) 

With the proposal to copy the plates of Clerck's "Svenska 
Spindler" (me notice elsewhere in newsletter), it appears appro-
priate that we now provide an English translation of Ake Holm's 
(1978) enlightened article on Clerrk and his spider collection. We 
have annotated [in brackets] and adapted the translation to what we 
hope is an easily read, but corre,i, rendering of Dr. Hohn's ar-
ticle. We do not here include three, unnumbered, black and white 
figures used in Rohm's piper: (1) title page from Clerck's "Sven-
ska Spindler," (2) plate I from Clerck's "Svenska Spindler," and 
(3) Clerck's signature in the student register of the University of 
Uppsala dated 5 May 1726. At the close of the article we include 
as Appendix 1 a listing of all species described by Merck and the 
currently wombed names. Any errors in this section are curs 
ahxm and not those of Dr. Holm. Dr. Holm and Dr. Norman Platnick 
kindly read this article and offered many valuable omnnents. 

1 tifully hand-colored  illustrations. ...The names given by Clerck have 
-  1 system of binamial nomenclature. This is the first zoological work 

to use binanial nomenclature, From recent observations, 55 species 
described by Clerck are still considered valid the remaining 13 are 
ally variations in color and design [see Apperdix 1]. 

Wren Merck's "Aranei Svecici" was published in 1757, the 
printing of the 10th edition of Linnets "System Natrrae" had pro-

so far that the Clerckian species could not be included. 
There were only 37 species of spiders in linne's work and the ma-
jority had different specific names than those given by Clerck. 
The rules concerning the validity for zoological nomenclature were 

• accepted at a zoological congress in Moscow in 1892. The congress 
determined that the 10th edition of "Systeme Naturae" and the date 
1 January 1758, established the starting point for zoological nom-
enclature. consequently, Clerck's species flares of spiders were 
considered invalid and thus many of then bad to-be changed in 
accordance with the rules. Those who supported Clerckian namencla-
ture, "clerckists," kept bLesqly opposing the ruling until the 
meeting in Paris, 1948, of the International Omnmission of Zoolog-
ical Nomenclature. At that time, the commission granted priority 
to Charrician nomenclature and decided to consider Clerck's work 
"Aranei Svecici" as being published prior to 1758. [see Direction 
104-Grant of the status of availability to the names published by 
C. A. Clerck in 1757 in the work "Aranei Svecici" and addition of 
the title of. that work to the official list of works approved as 
available for use in Zoological Nomenclature. Bull. Zcol. Nmencla-
imre, Vol 17. pts. 3-5 pp. 59-91. 1959. However, it should be 
noted that the 3rd edition of the "International Code of Zoological 
Nomentr-lature" arbitrarily sets the date of .publication of Cleark's 
boak as 1 January 1758, the same as Linnets 10th edition of the 
"System Naturee." Although the 3rd edition of the ICZN recognises 
that Clerck's names have priority over those of Lime, it disre-
gards historical fact by setting back the date of publication.] 
Wien Thorell (1856) published his fundamental revision of the spid-
ers described by Clerric, Lime, and De Geer, he did not know that 
Cbrm-k's spider collection still existed. Later Thorell was in-
toned by Professor Holleman that a cabinet with Clerck's insect and 
spider collection had been donated in 1784 to the Royal Academy of 
Sciences in Stockholm by Professor P. J. Bergius and since then it 
had been kept in the botanical. institute of the Berrien Garden. 

In an essay published in 1859, "Cm Clerck's original spindels - 
wiling" [On Clerck's original spider collection], Thorell reports 
on the spiders in Clerck's collection and the names applied to 
them. The collection was kept in one of the 48 drawers of Clerck's 
cabinet. The majority of the specimens were pinned. Morel]. de-

,., ,,scribed the condition of the collection and the necessary actions 

One of the most beautiful brekm printed in Sweden during the 
eighteenth century is "Svenslca Spindler" or "Aranei Svecici" (Swed-
ish Spiders) by Carl tlerok, a 48-year old Stockholm tax collection 
Officer. At that time, being the foremost work done on this animal 
group and bemuse of the accurate d"ceriptions and figuring of a 
large minter of species, this publication became the fundamental 
basis for spider systematics. On the initiation of Linice [Carolus 
Linnaeus] the work was published by the Royal. Science Society in 
Uppsala in 1757. Only the pr&icus year, clerck had become a mem-
ber of the Society. In 'the book [Clerck, .1757], containing 152 
Pages in quarto, Clerck gave the deorriptions of 67 spider species 
[Appendix 1], in Swedish and /atin [top half of pages in suialist, 
lower half in Win], with information on their habitats behavior, 
web construction and appearance, [Also one pseudosoorpion and one 
opilionid are illustrated but neither are named nor dgcerited.] 
The text is accompanied by six copper-engraved plates with beau-
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which he made for the preservation of the collection as follows: IN 
"ten I first saw this collection it was by insects and verdigris 
so severly damaged that it sooner or later would be destroyed if 
left in its present condition. FM the sake of scienoe, the speci-
mens that remain in the collection rust be saved - it is unique and 
perhaps the oldest existing collection of this animal group. The 
study of which has been so severely neglected because of the probl-
ems encountered when preserving this group. I have placed into 
spirit all the pinned as well as the loose specirens and deter-
minable fragments, As a result of this, the collection is now kept 
in glass flasks, 87 in number, Weil as before, are stored in the 
Bergian Horticultural School." 

Of the original 87 glass vials that contained Chnnik's spider 
collection, there are me only 34. All the vials have, pasted to 

[Table 11 The catalogue of the remaining specimens in 
tlerck's spider col],ection. 

[Names and numbers 
published by Thorell, 
see text] 

[Name accepted by 
Holm, (!)= identified 
by Holm, see text) 

1 Feeira umhratioa (Clerck) 
(34) 399 

2. Prim. petaalata (Clerck) 
(40) 19 

3 Foeira cucurbitina  (Clerck) 
(41) le 299 

4. Pneirs x-nntata  (Clerck) 
(65) 299 

5 Theridium sinvohium (Clerck) 
(30) 19 

6 Theridium sizyphinM (Clerck) 
(30) 19 

7 Theridiumljneetma (Clerck) 
(43) 19 

8. The-rid11u lineetum (Clerck) 
(56) 399 

9. Theridium ce]liOanimi
(Clerck) 19 

10. janvohia yriancularis,
(Clerck) (53) 29e 299 

11. Tesenaria eivihR Walckenaer 
(42) le 399 1 juv. 

2. Terentuls fabriliq  (Clerf 

3 Tarantula teeniet-a 

(C. L. Koch) ? (10) 19 
14 Jyrosa montica].a (Clerck) 

(22) 3e'd' 19 
15. %moss paludirele  (Clerck) 

299 
16. Lvcosa amentata (Clerck) 

(1) 19 
17 Lycosa amentata (Clerck) 

(26) le 
18 ',rose  amenrata (Clerck) 

(27) 3cPe 5 99 1 juv. 
19 ramose mullets (Clerck) 

19 
20. P_QtaMiSR.i.S.Catiazia_ (Clerck) 

(14) le 19 
21. Dolnmerie‘ fimbriatus 

(Clerck) (Ekeberg) 
22 Attila grriatiel  (Clerck) 

19 
23 AttUS  terebratus  (Clerck) 

(48) 3ed ,
24 Attna fAlratiet (Clerck) 

(var. nammetom) 19 
25. Dendryphanteg bastatua.

(Clerck) (36) 19 
[specimen destroyed between 

26 xvstiew% (Tic:tern% (Clerck) 

27 )(41VIZitLeg anreolos 
(Clerck) (37) 399 

28 Thanatne enrm-trinus 
(Clerck) 129) 19 

• 

chinegtela umbratiea 
(Clerck) 

Evnheneira =turd= 
(Clerck) 

Branielle  nueorbitina 
(Clerck) 

Zvoiellaatrica  (C. 
L. Koch) (!) 

Theridion sisvohi‘nal 
(Clerck) 

Theridinn eleyphium 
(Clerck) 

El3QMlaglisltha line= 
(Clerck) 

Enoraegnaths linesta 
(Clerck) • 

Nesticus rellulanus
(Clerck) 

Lizagbiatrianaulariq 
(Clerck) 

Tegeneria &Meet -Ica 
(Clerck) 

Aretnsa perita 
 4-Latr ) 

-AltIpPrOSR  :manta' 
(Clerck) 

pardree palugtrig 
(Linne) (!) 

Pardnoe reJudienla
(Clerck) 

pardoes painatuaia 
(Clerck) (!) 

Pardnsa nests 
(Clerck) 

psrdnsaamenteta 
(Clerck) 

pardnaa paludirnla 
(Clerck) (!) 

pirate pisratorine 
(Clerck) 

Dolnmedes. fimbriatue
(Clerck) 

Sittirus  pubegreng 
(Fabricius) (!) 

gitticus  terebratus 
(Clerck) 

EXEirthafaalcata 
(Clerck) 

Dendilinhalltrel 
hastatus  (Clerck) 

1859 and 1978] 
Eveticu,  pristatus 

(Clerck) 
philndrnmug. resp 4 tn2 

(Walckenaer) (!) 
Thanetusformirintis 

(Clerck) 

The 
29 

following species are not de 
Lupin= finnentilata. 
(Walckenaer) 2 juv. 

30 nragen,‘A-punntatus (tinna) 

31 gelLeNtr iA "CC ICC1Mt a. (Lime) 
(103) 19 

32. laCCIAKtArsAlA% (Thorell) 
299 

scribed by Clerck: 
anyiabsenaerentuata .

(Walckenaer) 
gentrphaeug. 

quadrinunetates 
(Linne) 

laamatarkse  C  1 ta 
(Linne) 

Easdat pall *Fri-
(ramie) 



're  the outside, a label with a species name written by Tharell. More-
over, most of the vials have barn assignsd a nod:ere also on the 
ishsl. According to Thorell, these utters originally were td be 
found at a square piece of paper which SAWS placed on the pin that 
VMS stuck through the dried specimen. In soma cases, the papers 
were folded into tomes and loose specimens were kept in these 
bares. The minters do not coke:spud to the numbering of the spe-
cies in Clerck's loSsm_nsba Spirdlar" nor in Linno's "Fauna Svecica" 
or "Systeme Naturae". The fluters refer most likely to a species 
written by Clerck which Thorell had no success in locating. The 
names on the vials are according to ghorell's determinations. 

After Inge Persson rediscovered Clerck's collection (see Fauna 
air Flora, 3Q1978) I examined the spider specimens in their vials 
with cork stoppers and found them dry as the spirit of course had 
evaporated long ago. TO melee the crumbly specimens mare flexible, 
I first wet the specimens with drops of ethylacetate and then added 
50% alcohol; after a couple of days, the 50% alcohol was replaced 
with 80% alcohol. The cork stoppers were exchanged with cotton 
stoppers; immediately afterwards the vials were placed upside down 
in glass jars filled with 80% alcohol. Shorell's labels remained 
on the outside of the vials, the glue not being soluble in alcohol. 
A label with the Same name art =ter as the exterior label, to-
gether With the scientific name, was placed in each vial. Eadh la-
bel was also provided With the notation "Oallectio Clerck" and a 

Appendix 1 -Spider 3names listed in order presented by Clerck in "Svenska 
Spindler" 

Name given by Clerck Currently accepted( name and Family 

Umlaut annula=a broncos. *nen 1at,,qClerck Araneidae 
Ar.Anella Miadematus assnfflim diedommtn5 Clerck Araneidae 
ar ens. Mad atns Aral:lens quadrat= Clerck Araneidae 
Arancna massorena Ar nPue marmnrens Clerck Araneidae 
Arenegie AMbratirus NuCtPnet Pmhr ti a  (Clerck) Araneidae 
=nein pvromidatna =alma mar re,, q Clerck Araneidae 
Anne',. cc& 1 erns. . ;arinimbi..  P t niatne (Clerck) Araneidae 
Arancnt pataaiaina pli—ininiciP^ p t oiatle (Clerck) Araneidae 
Aran= rornntus 70r4 n4nidce rotnntns (Clerck) Araneidae 
Anne= s i tus / ti ' id q e ] not ils (Clerck) Araneidae 
branpus viteatna argunus ananlatne Clerck Araneidae 
br rm srassastiva y rininidee erinpetarine (Clerck) Araneidae 
bran= rururhitfnnq AraniPlla tacuthitins (Clerck) Araneidae 
Lane= epamentottie Hata sPamontata (Clerck) Araneidae 
Aralnalla LiteXEL 

a tatne yvaiplla x-nntatd(Clerck) Araneidae 
Aram' 5 t PAP  . .atehracht r tA P‘  (Clerck) Theridiidae 
bronco+ hstiltn‘ Aix= tan= (Clerck) Araneidae 
Ann= 1.nnatn9 Arh nna Jaaata (Clerck) Theridiidae 

assz' - -Anneal5i hi 1  - -2z7,- mortal ma- s4 aythium (Clete's) Th-eridiidae - -.  _

- -4- ----76-;s7 ii-sarformnens - Thhcridion 1 nainiM (Clerck) Therldlidae 
n- F, ntnl Fnonloonatha =eta (Clerck) Theridiidae 

&NIP` e =dislike p 1 unatha =ate (Clerck) Theridiidae 
a, ns jinpatnq Enamlarmarna grate (Clerck) Theridiidae 
Aranpits rellnlarn 5 g stirliq r linionns (Clerckl Nesticidae 
Aranmus ).urrnipntlis pinr in  b s il nta (Clerck) Linyphiidae 
Sno P. 5  MPritarlifq, N. le A manta= (Clerck) Iinyphiidae 
Anlilaya trioneularis di 1,invnhia trianakdaria (Clerek) Linyphildae 

2 D'IlVilhiP margin= C L Koch? Linyphiidae 
21==.11 dmmPetions mAncneria sipopetira (Clerck) Agelenidae 
ArdIMELS IsbVrinthirns Agel P Jabvtinthirsq (Clerck) Agelenidae 
AranP,,,, nallidnlilq rlIbiona pellidnla (Clerck) Clubionidae 
Analift.  :shrills Alone Pea fabrilis  (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Sanaa arurpotws p  acalaata (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Aran= in ili is, Aloperoe4 inmeilinue (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Hcamma. 74anarins SnAethnIvrmea linnarta (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Aranpn5 monticola Pardnea so tirnla (Clerck) Lycosidae 

Aln prn a p•Ivernienta (Clerck) Lycosidae 
pardnsa pal d'r is (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Paid ea amentata (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Alooecosa troholi5 (Clerck) Lycosidae 
binperne- r npara (clerck) lycosidae 
prOnmedee fimb 4otn5 (Cl rck) Pisauridae 
Alnpernea .1 (lin- (C1erck) Lycosidae 
pint .. piraricus (Clerck) Lycosidae 
pi ate pis t rine (Clerck) Lycosidae 
Earth= Arntata (Clerck) Lycosidae 
PardmeP p 11 *a (Cl k) Lycosidae 
DmpomcdP, -.  - (Clerck) Pisauridae 
polo:soden fasgcciataa (Clerck) Pisauridae 
Pi A. Mi bilis. (Clerck) Pisauridae 
DPndrrhantem haatatua (Clerck) Salticidae 
mArplesa =toad (Clerck) Salticidae 
S lti nq +re lens (Clerck) Salticidae 
qitt3co5 sttiat, 5 (Clerck) Salticidae 
gitti  re Ph tn5 (Clerck) Salticidae 

ArAne”C pUIVOrillenhito

Araneu J1,1 d ' r 

Aranens Aprntatus 
Arsine= trahalie
Pa-snotsin p t 5 
Ar P d rna - 
Ar11111.11‘ 04V0111
branens. piratirum 
Aran= P C r  t  ri 

Ar ,shuthiates.
AranPUR  pullatos 
3'  yl r 3as 
bran.  Fistriatug 
Aran= m" "ti 11 11. 
Ar.anr-ua liaStatIla 
Ar 3111131w, m^ 
Arena= sr I 3 `t 
AZAI1C113 .131- 3 t 
br 'e'en  te ph, t 
ArnIUS (litern) 

4naig 
Aran= (1 

y notRt a 
Aransas flammatug 
Ar P  fb I-- 
AZZLIIIIM Art, 
Aran nA satins 
Aram= inRryaritntlioy
As "9. s I s 

Stumm f.orMir133131. 
Ina= sada= 
LSE= ream 
imam ariresrana 
Anis MilllitIGUIL 

Aelnrillos n-J 51gnitng (Clerck) Salticidae 

Apl illus nteinnitus (Clerck) Salticidae 
EMAT.Chd falcata (Clerck) Salticidae 
=in= falcate (Clerck) Salticidae 
Emarcha =a (Cl k) S lti ida 
alumesa vatia (Clerck) Thomisidae 
Phil dr 5 mars it tml (Clerck) Philodromidae 
Philedzsrmaa. aurnolua (Clerck) Philodromidae 
2hap  fg irinne (C1 ck) Philodromidae 
Zwitiegl Pr'  (Clerck) Thopisidae 
litazoneste aireaseas (Clerck) Sparassidee 
ittaailata strearana (Clerck) Sparassidae 
Argurnneta nuatICa. (Clerck) ascents/at 

rater which, henceforth, refers to the amber in the accarpanying.. \ 
catalogue [Table 1] of the rerahting Clerckian spider collection. 
For each species the name that was giver by Moral is listed in 
the left column. Also in sate cases, the Clerckian nudber and the 
renter of specimens that are included in the vials are listed. The 
order of succession between the species is the sane as that of 
Tonsil's cataloging (1859:146-148). Listed  in the right column is 
the currently [in 1978] accepted name of the species. In sane 
cases, the name given waS determined by myself [Ake Holm] and is 
marked with an evrclamation point (!) after the name. 91w_se names 
differ from those of Thcrell. It should be noted that my determi-
nations have been principally made thraxjh research of the epigyna 
of the specimens - the majority of the specimens in the vials are 
females and I an able to make more precise observations than Thor-
ell because of the hi.gbly advanced optics of today. 

According to Morel]. (1859) there were 61 species in Clerck's 
spider collection; 50 of them described by Clerck [see Appendix 1]. 

In Thorell's cataloging, there is, however, one of the latter, 

Dendrvphantes hastatus [Salticidae] (mmter 25), that has not been 
listed. Now there remain spek.imens of only 20 of the Clerciden 
species in the collection. Thorell pointed out,that the collection 
also contained nine Swedish spekies which Were not dFerribed by 
Clerck, as well as two exotic byeLieS, &antes leucosius (Walcke-
neer) [Sparassidae] and Nephila sp. [Araneidae]. Mere remain four 
of the former (29-32) [Swedish species], but both of the latter 
[exotic species] have been lost. 

Above, it has been demonstrated that there are deviations from 
Tnorell's_identification of several species hnimbers 4, 12, 13, 14, 
16, 19, 22, 27 (in Table 1)]. Since the above specimens werehever 
labeled by Clerck and We do not Mar if they are types for Clerck's 
descriptions there are no reasons for making any name changes. 
Fach change of Thorellrs identifications of the Clerdcian species 
would create a lot of confusion, since the Clercician species names 
have been used for such a long time. A certain hesitation remains 
coneerning Araneus striatus  Clerck. Only one of the two specimens 
which Thorell identified as this species retrains in the collection. 
Thorell (1859t151) redescribed the species under the name A_t_ust 
ancohrvs) striatus (Clerk) mod his description Can also be found 
in Westring (1861:568). Bonnet (1957:2284) places it into the genus 
Iia and synonymizes it with Talus striatus  (Walckenaer). Romer 
(1954:1410) only states that the speLies is not interpretable. 

The remaining specimen of Arn .11C striatus  is an adult -female 
with a hard dried abdomen. By loosening one side of the epigynum 
and placing the specimen in Oil of Wintergreen, I was easily able 
to establish that the inner structure of the epigynum entirely 
agreedwith that of Sitticut  pulrescens (F.). In her 'revision of the 

-genus Sitticusir Marde RUM (1913) took...the...position on this nanen7 
ciarararpitblennfollrea-Artiote- 2311ThriiitS rar 
rules on nomenclature adapted by ICZN (International Commission for 
Zoological Nomenclature) in favor of the suppression of Araneus 
striate  akeztkwhich accordingly was regarded as a senior subjec-
tive synonym of Sitticus pdaescens (F.). 

The ClercIdan arachnid Collection is of course still of great 
scientific significance. In the csee of specimens in the collec-
tion that belong to species described by Clerck, we should consider 
them as holotypes, respectively syntypes,'which ought to be taken 
into consideration by those undertaking teems:laic revisions. It is 
of camrse to be regretted that this arachnid collection of treat 
scientific information mod historical interest went through such 
unfortunate dircunetances that damaged a past of the collection. 
At the sane time, it is fortunate that the few remaining specimens 
now are kept in the Natnitistoriska Rikaroseet [Swedish Museum of 
Natural History, Stockhohn] in a manner that will preserve, than for 
the fixture. 
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Experiments With Spider Preservatives 

Herbert W. lavi 
Meets of Cooperative zoology 

Harrard'University 
Carbriage, Mess. 02138 U.S.A. 

Taxonomists by nature are not experimentalists. As keepers of 
natural history collections they have tested very few curatorial 
procedures under controlled conditions. We had to learn by experi-
ence, for instance, that xeraced lehols and laser-printed labels 
cannot be used in alcohol because after three to four years the 
letters fall off and make alphabet soup in the bottom of the vial 
(contradicting Levi, 1966). tile the typewritten specimen labels 
used by R.V. Chamberlin for his spider collections have remained 
legible since about 1920, old handwritten lahml s are often dif-
ficult to decipher even if not faded because handwriting styles 
have charged, as well as locality names (see also Levi, 1966). 

Also it is general knowledge that for use in alcohol or other 
fluid preservatives, special paper is required for 1elm.ls, as many 
papers tear easily ten wet. At the Ma for the spider collection 
we currently use 28 pound and 35 pound Resistal ledger® made by 
Byron Weston. Other 100% cotton rag papers or Polypaper (a 
plastic paper) are widely used in MI/5MM . 

Regarding preservation, we have learned from experience that 
wale spiders collected in ethylene glycol will have their palpi 
expanded. Preserving methods are reported in. various manuals on
invertebrates (e.g. Pennak, 1978; Steetraxi, 1976); they differ 
slightly for different groups of animals. Repeatedly, the question 
is raised tether alcohol with additives such as glycerin and ace-
tic acid is an is=vement over plain 80% ethanol for preservation 
of spiders. Sane taxonomists, usually entomologists, swear by such 
mixtures., Keeton (1972) recommends adding sate formalin to pre-
Serve colors, then removing the specials= from the fixing fluid 
after a day. Myriaredists put their faith in isopropyl alcohol (j. 
Coddington, personal coenumication). I recently examined a collec-
tion of spiders that had all ...the silver pigment washed out of the 
eyes and body. Did the collector use a special fluid to preserve 
the spiders before they Were placed in. alcohol? Pinned spiders 
specimens shrivel and, unless insect repe_llants are used, eventual-
ly are eaten by museum insects (e.g., Hertz's spider. collection). 
Mere are ethanol-preserved specimens that a= still in good condi-
tion after 170 years. Keyserling's many specimens Iran "New Grana-
da" (a Spanish colony that ceased to exist in 1819), are still 
well-preserved in the British Museum; they seen to have been col-
lected in aloohol. While most of us have had good and bad experi-
ences with various preeerva„ tives, we do not lusw which is  the best 

--ammmperimenteMeviden-ce-• 
can be found. (Preservatives are also clisrmeced by W. L. Fink, et 
a).., but the only experiments found were done by Lai, 1963, With 
fishes in an unpublished raster's thesis. 

tile it is simple enough to set up an experiment, evaluating 
the results is not so sirple. For instance, -mrithart a spectropho-
taster, any judgment about disappearance of certain colors is 
subjective. And regarding brittleness, we would have to build a 
machine to Treasure the relative flexibility of leg joints. 

MEMOD 
We collected spiders in an abandoned, field in the town of 

Terri no, Puerto Rico in March, 1988. The spiders were collected 
by sweeping or by hrliviammily picking than out of their webs or 
retreats. Most were specimens of araneid ortweavers Metereira or 
Argiore. The spiders were dropped into five different flu; rig to 
kill and preserve them, and were et/mined in December 1988 to see 
tether differences in preservation could be found. The entire 
procedure was repeated in August, 1988, using mostly specimens of 
the cob-web spider Achaearanea teridarionnn collected in Pepperell, 
Mass. The vials were Wept in my work-roan at normal temperatures 
and light. The vials used were 25 ml scratap vials containing 15-
20 ma of the fluid being tested. An attempt was made to preserve 
five spiders or erre in each vial: 
Vial fl: 15 al ask formaldehyde without buffer; 7 specimens: 5 

Metacesica. 1 &sissy and 1 Lagoa 
Vial #2: 15 ml 50% ethanol; 7 specimens: 5 Hetensira and a  7rair120. 
Vial #3: 15 ml 80% ethanol; 5 specimens: 4 Metereira and 1 

Taurean.
Vial #4: 15 nil 80% iscrpropanol; 6 specimens: 5 Netereira and 1 

Anaime.
Vial #5:, 15 ml 80% ethanol plus 5 drops of glycerin; 12 specimens: 

11 Metereira and 1 ,Arcriope.
Vial #6: 15 ml 80% ethanol plus 5 drops of glacial acetic acid; 7 

specimens: 6 Matepeil-a, 1 Arriare.
Vial #7: 15 all 80% ethanol plus 5 drops of glacial acetic acid and 

5 drops of glycerin; 8 spm...imens: 5 Metepeira, 2 Leucaucre 1 
misarenid crab spider. 

For examination, specirrens were taken art of the preserving fluids 
and placed in 80% ethanol; afterwards they were returned to the 
preserving fluid. 

RESULTS 
All specimens, regardless of preservative, lost all red and 

green coloration. In addition'  those preserved in formaldehyde 

\ heir lost all silver pigment of both the abdomen and the tapetan of the 
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eyes. Specimers preserved in "50% ethanol had clouds of cottenc\ 
material around their bodies aid legs, possibly fungal mycelia. In 
the 'vial containing drops of glycerin, all epeeists ea= slightly 
cleared. Such transparency, rest apparent in the profile -of the 
margins of the legs, is unacceptable for taxonomic research. The 
acetic acid did not consistently affect the appearance of the spi-
ders. The specimens in isopropanol appeared to be slightly better 
preserved than those in 80% ethanol. Males preserved in isaprcpan-
ol could have the ventral view of their palpi examined by just 
bending the palpus back without amputating it, a highly satisfac-
tory effect. In contrast, the palpi of male specimens preserved in 
80% ethanol sprang back to the flexed position, and would not stay 
unfolded for examination. (We used 80% ethanol, but for storage of 
fishes 85% is considered too concentrated; 70-75% is used. Higher 
concentrations cause soft parts or fishes to shrink [lc Hertel, 

_personal communication]. 
The results of the specimens preserved in August in Pepperell 

were the sans except that those in mixture #6 were shrivelled, and 
in sate the soft tissues shrank away from the imm-mlom, leton.

prearm/ON 
During the course of these experiments, I learned (oY cor-

respondence with the collector) that the specimens that lost their 
silver pigment had been collected into nine parts 70% ethanol, with 
one part 37% formaldehyde, following the recaomendation of Kaston 
(1978). Mir experiments demonstrated that formaldehyde removes 
silver pigment, including that Of the tapetum of the eyes, 
seriously damaging specimens for taxonomic purposes. 

Glycerin additive wes much more damaging than expected, and 
because alcohol evaporates faster, the glycerin becomes more con-
centrated. The addition of ,glycerin also makes instruments, micro-
scope aid fingers sticky ten 'working with the specimens. As gly-
cerin is hygroscopic, its use may result in rust damage to instru-
ments and natal tops if not carefully cleaned up. Also, specimens 
with glycerin are More likely to get moldy (various references). 

Acetic acid, in the concentration used, did not damage speci-
mens. Hatvek on the basis otry early experience at the Museum of 
Compai-ative Zoology, in 1956, I an wary of acid in alcohol. At 
that tire I found all vials stoppered with rubber stoppers and sane 
specimens shrivelled and black. Sulpluir Iran the rubber had in-
creased the acidity of the alcohol to pH 4.0 to 6.8 (depending on 
the stopper), damaging specimens,, and sulphur crystals had precipi-
tated out, sarethnes enclosing small parts. At the tine I tested 
(with Hydrion® paper) the pi of many preserving fluid samples fran 
the Ma spider collections and land that the pH of ethanol in 
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distilled water was 5.8; of Cambridge tap water,7.35; of tap water 
aid alcohol, 7:8; of distilled water and alcohol, 7. 

Tsocappyl alcohol appears to be a superior preseiv,ative. / 
used a higher concentration than is commonly used (concentrations 
as law as 50% solution in water are sometimes reocamended). It is 
also less expensive and easier to obtain than ethanol, as it is of 
no interest to the Internal Revenue Service. Furthermore, it is 
less volatile, and presents leas fire hazard than ethanol. On the 
other hard, it is more toxic than ethanol (Merck Index, 1983) and 
has to be used "with adequate ventilation ... avoiding breathing 
the vapor" (Mallincicrodt Material Safety Date, 1987). The 
threshold limit value is 400 ppm in air, that of ethanol 1000 ppm 
(Center for Occupational Hazards, 1985). (The threshold limit 
value is the airborne concentration of a substance to tick; nearly 
all workers can be exposed repeatedly day after day without adverse 
effects). Many users find its vapor noxious. If spiders 
preserved in the isopropanol are examined in ethanol, observations 
are made difficult by convection currents of mixing fluids. Alec/ 
it is knot that delicate fishes ,roved hart and forth between 
ethanol and isopropanol,can be damaged by the changes (K. Hertel, 
personal contremication). 

Specimens lost color in all preservatives tested. The best 
way to preserve color of specimens is to Ilhotcgraph the living 
animal with Kodachrare film before preservation. Even photographs 
do not provide a permanent record of color, as slides may not keep 
lager than 110-100 years. (Coloration in fishes can be kept by 
using butylated hydratytoluene, lama (P ,Shell, an antioxidant, 
aid nasty stuff to work with, K. Hertel, personal communication. 
As neoprene stoppers used in sane museums leak antioxidants into 
alcohol without 'preserving the spiders' color, I doubt that anti-
oxidant would work for spiders.) 

Ethanol Iran most Latin American countries and parts Of Europe 
smells different from the U.S. product. Ethanol in the U.S. is 
either a petroleum product or it may be grain alcohol made by fer-
=station. The pleasant fragrant of alcohol from sane other can -
tries apparently is due to reef/Ines of esters and aldehydes, and 
may indicate the alcohol Ncd.S made by fermentation and perhaps is 
less refined. Specimens fran museums in other parts of the world 
arrive with better color than airs. Could the better color preser-
vation be due to chemical residues in the alcohol? 

'The next question to be answered is tether buffered formal-
dehyde. also damages Specimens. In addition, sate experiments might 
be made to determine the best concentrations of ethanol and isopro-
panol. Also, it would be interesting to, find tether color is 
better preserved in West Indian rum (or perhaps vodka or whiskey). 



Orse West Indian rum is said to be an arceLlant presentative (Chicker-
ing, personal caserdestion), although it is only 80 to 84 proof 
(about equivalent to 40% ethanol). 

SUINAFIZ 
Preliminary experiments indiCate that unbuffered formaldehyde 

or glycerin added to preserving fluid my damage spider specimens 
preserved in the solution. No benefits or consistent damage re-
sulted from addition of acetic acid in the concentration used. 

I would like to thank the following for contributing ideas, 
for rewording or for help with the literature: J. Ccddington, G.B. 
Edwards, F. Hertel, A. Johnson, J. Kolchalka, L.R. Levi and D. 
Mick. 
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Yael rabbi . cunt 
Institute for Desert Research, 84093 Sede Berger, Israel 

_____--"-Cospetrativen.etudateeftweb-Theildiatirenthe-Megev and-
Namib deserts 

Deserts offer an opportunity to Study adaptations bf 
arachnids to extreme climatic conditions. Althoogh web-building 
spiders are not generally considered typical to desert habitats, 
a few species have invaded these habitats and judging by their 
local abundances, mast be considered highly successful. For the 
past few years, I have investigated adaptations of the webs and 
of website selection behaviors to desert coalitions in UM 
unrelated groups of spiders, Theridiidae and Eresidae, the faceet 
principally in the Negev desert of Israel and the latter in the 
Namib desert of ScuthwestAfrica/Ramiria. 

Two species of widow spiders, Lactrodectus revivensis and 
pallidus (lheridiidae), are cam= in the Negev desert. Both 
have similar web structures and are unusual in that the nests or 
retreats are egesad-near the tops of shrubs and the capture webe 
are separated physically from the retreat and designed to capture 
strictly terrestrial arthropods. The fanner species is 
restricted to the Negev, while the latter has a wide geographic 
distribution throughout the /rancJImanian parts of the Middle-
East. Studies of these two species (in collaboration with N. 
Kotenan, S. Ellner and B. Phichtmg have shown that the placement 
of the retreat and its structure play 1mm-tent roles in 
temerature regulation during the hot, summer ronths and possibly 
in protection from predators. Our research focuses now on the 
physical and biotic factors that influence the spider's decision 
to remain at a website or to move to a new site. 

In the Namib desert, I an working with J. Henschel at the 
Desert Ecological Research Unit, mobahsh, Nmnibia, where we have 
been examining the factors that influence web design in Seothvra 
sp. nov., an erasid that burrows in sand dunes. As in the two 
desert Lactrodecbrs in the Negev, the prey of Seatlivra consist of 
terrestrial arthropods. But, whereas the widow spiders are 
nocturnal, and avoid foraging during the hot parts of the day, 
Beothvra is primarily diurnal and will attack prey at said 
eurface temperatures of more than 60°C. We have found that a 
minimal burrow depth is necessary to escape high surface 
temperatures in the summer, and that the spiders shuttle between 
the cool burns/ and the hot surface capture-web during prey 
capture episaiw. We are currently investigating the influence 
of prey abundance and other factors on the structure and size of 
the capture web. Plans for future research include a comarative 
study of social and solitary species of Stemodecitts in Nmnibia 
and in Israel. 

* * **Welt*** ** 

Ernst -August Soyfarth 
Zoolcgisches Institut, J.W. Goethe-Universitat 
Siesmayerstr. 70 
66000 KrankfUrt Aa IWO 11, least Germany 017, 

Spider neurdbiolom continues to prosper in Frankfurt.- I have 
received a 3-year grant to carryout our lamdc on "Central and Peri - 
rheral control of rotor behavior in spiders", and two EbD students, 
Christiane Birralmller and Michael Kadel, joined my lab in the 
spring of 1988. Some of the rain questions we have asked in the, 
area of proprioception and rotor control are: How do spiders per-
ceive their own rovesents? Hoe do they use propricceptive and 
other rechanosensory information to control limb movement? What 
are the central-nervous correlates of "simple" motor behaviors in 
spiders and how are particular resoles used in a given behavior?' 
Methods we have applied in our experiunents ate film and video 
analysis, extracellular and intracellular electrophysiolmical 
techniques, and neuroanatadoal methods. Our rain experimental 
animal is the Ctenid Cuoimmius ealei a relatively large hunting 
spider from Central America that we breed in our laboratory. 

Cia-rently we are concentrating on an analysis of a relatively 
simple and stereotyped behavior of C. Adel- -- "body raising" upcn 
stimulation of ventral tactile hairs. The behavior involves leg-
muscle reflexes that are readily induced both in freely walking 
spiders and in tethered animals. We have used this reliable mews( 
response to search for the neuronal correlates of "body raising 
bet:mice% Simultaneousryogram recordings fromparticularmuscles 
and from identified neurons in the leg ganglia have revealed local 
and intersagmental interneurons whose activity is correlated with 
the muscle reflex. This work, done in collaboration with Wolfgang 
Eckweiler, Jurgen Milde and Flaus Hamner, has allowed us a first 
glinese at sensory-rotor pathways in the central 'nervous system of 
spiders. These emerinnents .are presently being continued by 
Michael Riedel. 

Other work in receptor- an]. muscle physiology of spiders is 
closely associated with the neurcetholcgical questions nentioned 
above. My main interest here concerns the process of stimulus 
transduction in multiply innervated, cuticular sense organs such as 
tactile hairs and slit sensilla. The techniques we have used in-
clude electrophysiological recordings, single cell staining (in 
collaboration with Brian P. Oldfield), SEM-studies and TEM-analyses 
(the latter with Werner Gnatzy). We have also begun to trace the 
specific afferent projections of identifiable leg sensilla into the 
central nervous system with cobalt chloride. Our long-range goal 
is to -march for patterns of smnatotopy and to provide a-framemnic 
for future  studiemoranaptic, connectivity in the central nervous 

We have also recently caplet& a combined histochentical and 
electrophysiological study (in collaboration with, Lothar Maier and 
Tem Root) of identified muscle fibers in C. salei. We found that 
skeletal muscle in spiders is surprisingly heterogenoue and that 
the various types of fibers found inaparticularmuscle, such as 
the claw levator, can be used in quite different behavior patterns. 
Currently, Christiana Edckeboller is using similar techniques to 
examine the prosanal muscles that are involved in the "body rais-
ing" behavior nentimed above. An important ccaplement to my work 
in the laboratory have been field studies of C salei in its nat-
ural environment in Central America (pmvisecny done in collabora-
tion with Friedrich G. Earth and Horst Bleckmann). In ccarection 
with my continuing interest in orientation behavior of spiders, I 
have been particularly interested in the natural activity cycles of 
Q.fajAd, its prey capture behavior, the type of plants it inhab-
its, and the construction of retreats in these plants. I have been 
granted funds for a trip to Mexico in 1989; the study site there 
(in the state of Veracruz) was first pointed out to us by George 
lets. Besides collecting I hope to observe and examine the behav-
ioral interactions of wandering spiders with various parasitic 
insects such as rantispids and porpelid wasps. 

While attending the AAS -reet-ing at Harvard in 1987 and during 
esteequent visits to labs in the US, several colleagues encouraged 
re to apply for faculty positions in the US. As there are hardly 
any openings on the profacenrial level here in Germany, it is 
extremely difficult for people in my age group to advance. Hence i 
am trying to establish contacts with Biology Departments in the US 
that might be interested in my neumetholtogical work with spiders. 
Moreover, both I and m wife Harris, who is from South Carolira 
feel that many aspects of living and working in the US could be 
very challenging and productive for us in the long run. Please 
inform re at the above address of any job openings at the 
assistant/a '-te professor level. 

************ 

Texas Tech land collection Moved 

The arachnid collection formerly housed at Texas Tedh Univer-
sity has been transferred to the Texas Manorial Museum The 
collection, although relatively small, contains many rare and 
unisual specimens from the southwestern nd a Mexico: Included 
are many srecimene ftom the caves of Mexico. No holotypes are 
present, but zany paratypes are included. Inquiries regarding the 
loan of material should be directed to Mr. James R. Redden, Texas 
Mencial Mecum, 2400 Trinity, The University of Texas, Austin,  
Texas 78705. 



Charles Michel Oehler (1918-1987) 

"Arachnolcgists in the Cincinnati area r.aji.t to announce the 

prim of Charles Oehler on December 9, 1987. Charles was Senior 
Scientist at the Cincinnati Museum of Natural History, and made a 
marker of contributions to the scientific literature. Although 
self-taught, Charles Oehler conducted and participated in many 
research projects, and published two arachnolcgical works: "The 
Medical Significance of Spiders in the Cincinnati Area" and "The 
Salticidae of the Southwestern Ohio Region". He also served as a 
research committee member for several University of Cincinnati 
graduate students, and is responsible for educating thousands of 
other your,; people - through his work on the Museum's exhibits, and 
by encouraging their interest in natural history, taxonomy, ecology 
and arachnology. We are all saddened by his death, and ;ash to 
recognize his contribution to cur field, and honor his memory with 
this resolution of rwr.,,,e-c." 

[passed unanimously as a resolution at the annual meeting 
of the AmericanArachnological Society, June,19881 

* * * * *le *le *'*** 

INFORMATION REQUESTED ON JOHN CROMPTON 

/ am studying the; life of John Battersby Crompton Lamburn, 
who, under the name of John Crompton, ;elute six natural history 
b -inks in England between the 1940s and 1960s; These brinks, which 
have recently been re-issued in the U.YS., are: A Hive of Bees; The 
limiting Wasp: The SPider; The Ways of the Ant; The Living Sea; The 
Snake. These were beautifully written books with a loyal group of 
readers. Crompton's books were written for a lay audience, and 
many of his assertions about insect and, spider intelligence were 
scorned by most of the scientific commuitty: 

Much of Crompton's correspondence has been lost. I would like 
to lauw if anyone recalls Crompton's work, ambers some of the 
controversies that he was involved in, or perhaps even corresponded 
with him (and might wish to share the coLiewpoedence). I am inter-
ested in any reaction that the public (lay or scientific) has had, 
including that ofYoungermeters who may have come upon Crompton's 
work in more recent times. Did his bpokw have any particular in-
fluence on than as students of natural history? Do they think he 
was overlooked? Do they take isenn with what he wrote? I will be 
grateful to receive responses. [William Weinstein] 

_ - 

DO You Desire Photographs of Plates iron Clerck's Book? 

Clercles 1757 book on Swedish spiders (see elsewhere in news-

letter) is a relatively rare volume. The National Union Cateke 
Pre-1956 Imprints lists only seven, copies in the U.S.A.: John 
trear Library, Chicago; New York Public library; Union Library 
Catalog of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of California, 
Berkeley; University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of 
Wisconsin, Madison; and Yale University, New Haven. At least one 
copy is in a private collection in the U.S.A. and one copy is in 
the Department of Entomology, The American Museum of Natural His-
tory. /f you are not lucky enough to be able to visit one of the 
libraries or prefer to read an old English version you should try 
to locate a copy of Thomas Martyn's translation (1793. Aranei. or a 
natural history of spiders including the principal parts of the 
well known work on English spiders by Eleazar Albin as also the 
whole of the celebrated publication on Swedish spiders by Charles 
Clemdc). Unfr ryately, this too is a rare Year and only one copy 

inis listed National Union Catalog for the U.S.A.: The New 
York Public . Fortunately, the volume by Martyn is avail-
able on microfiehe from Inter Documentation Company Al, Industrie-
gtrasse 7, 6300 Zug, Switzerland [order book no. F-2176, for Swiss 
francs 24 (includes shipping to the U.S.A. for prepaid orders)]. 

If you desire color, 35 mm photographic slides of plates from 
Clerck's book, these are now available. A set of seven photographs 
has been made and includes the six plates as well as the front 
cover. Although the original cover page is not in color, it will 
be included because of its usefulness in classroom presentations. 
These sets are priced at $7.00 (pdirs,postage). This price reflects 
the actual cost plus a small fee which will go to the the Society. 
Do not send payment with the order. An invoice including postage 
will be sent with the slides. Please order the slide sets from: 
James C. Colendolpher, Mail Stop 2134; Dept. ofRural:Tay, gortica-
ture, and Eritomplegyi TOMS Tech University; TaenhnnV, Texas 79409. 

Prograd for Phylogenetic Analysis 

Hennig86, a prceas, for phylogenetie analysis, runs on PC-
compatibles with 512K, needs no hard drive, coprocessor, or graph-
ics monitor, can store tiasands of trees, handles miltifurcating 
trees and multistate characters, and never produces duplicate or 
arbitrarily resolved trees. Pfatnick (Cladi-stics 1989) found it 
to be faster and mare effective attersimcny calculations than any 
coupetitor. It can be ordered for $50 + $5 shipping and handling 

(660 Fart Washington Ave., f5F, New York, NY 10040, USA) ($10 outside U.S.) prepaid from James S. Farris, 41 Admiral Street, 
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